Learning to Categorize Bug Reports with LSTM Networks
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Abstract—The manual routing of bug reports to specialized expert teams is a time-consuming and expensive process. In this paper, we investigated how this process can be automated by training deep networks and state-of-the-art classifiers from thousands of real bug reports from a software company. Different combinations of the natural language processing methods lemmatization, pos tagger, bigram and stopword removal were evaluated in the classification algorithms Linear Support Vector Machines (SVMs), multinomial naive Bayes, and Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks. For feature processing we used the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) method. Best results were obtained with a combination of the bigram method and linear SVMs. Similar prediction performance values were observed with LSTM networks that however promise to improve further with larger datasets. The bug triage tool was implemented in a microservice architecture using docker containers which allows for extending individual components and simplifies applications to other text classification problems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The demands of quality software products have rapidly increased and a significant amount of cost is spent on support and maintenance. Although various testing methods are used to ensure a high quality of a software, it is almost never perfect and needs to be maintained continuously. As a result software developers and teams of experts are often confronted with a stream of service requests or bug reports [1, 2]. By a bug report, we refer to code errors or misbehaviour of a software and needs to be maintained continuously. As a result software developers and teams of experts are often confronted with a stream of service requests or bug reports [1, 2]. By a bug report, we refer to code errors or misbehaviour of a software component. We conclude in Section V.

These reports have to be resolved by a selected team or expert. Due to the complexity of the reports, most software companies rely on human experts to assign them. This is an expensive task where for example the company who provided us with the data for this research received more than 6.8 million service requests for a single product in 2013. In a study of the Eclipse project conducted by Anvik et al. [3], it was found that on average 37 bugs are submitted per day. Moreover, three person-hours per day are required for performing the bug report assignment manually. Therefore, an automatic and efficient bug tracking tool is required to reduce human efforts or to make a bug tracking process less time consuming.

Existing learning approaches applied to such problems are based on training support vector machines or naïve Bayes classifiers [4, 5]. While both approaches were shown to produce good results on small datasets [6] or in binary classification tasks [7], their application to large datasets or to online learning tasks is limited. For this problem domain, deep learning algorithms such as Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks [8, 9] are promising alternatives which have not been used for classifying bug reports so far. We choose LSTMs because they can be trained from small datasets with less than thousand samples in contrast to alternative deep learning approaches like [10]. This benefit was shown in our evaluation.

In this paper, we compare state-of-the-art bug assignment approaches to approaches based on LSTM networks. We present thorough results on datasets of real bug reports and validate the models’ predictions with feedback collected from experts responsible for resolving the bug reports. Our findings and models can be easily extended and transferred to other text categorization problems.

In the following section, we review related work on automated bug tracking systems. In Section III, we discuss the used methods and in Section IV, we evaluate them on two datasets created from the bug reports provided by a software company. We conclude in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Previous research investigated the detection of bug reports [11, 12], bug prioritization [13, 14], bug categorization [4, 5, 6, 7] and severity [13, 15]. In this report, we only focus on categorization and briefly review related approaches.

An important related by Xuan et al. [16] studied automatic bug triage systems based on feature selection and decision trees on the Mozilla [17] and the Eclipse [18] data sets. A good overview over data preprocessing strategies and feature modeling techniques is given. This work is based on a prior study from [19]. The discussed natural language processing techniques goes beyond the basic methods used here. However,
in contrast, we focused on the learning of the classifiers and compared LSTM networks to state of the art naïve Bayes and SVMs.

In [4], the authors proposed an automatic routing system to classify incoming bug reports. The goal was to develop a continuously running router with a low misclassification error. The authors gathered around 6000 reports from a large software system which were classified into eight different categories by human experts. They compared several classification approaches like naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machines (SVMs), classification trees and k-nearest neighbor classification. Their empirical results showed that the probabilistic models, i.e., the k-nearest neighbor classification and the SVMs outperformed the others. Furthermore, the accuracy improvement with an increasing amount of training data. However, for natural language processing only the stopword removal and stemming method were evaluated.

In [5] SVMs were used to train classifiers from two datasets, i.e., the open-source Eclipse [18] and open Firefox [17] bug report collections. These datasets contained 8,655 and 9,752 bug reports. For the Firefox dataset, the developer who submitted the last patch was used for labelling the bug reports. For the Eclipse dataset, the developer’s name was used for labelling the bug reports, one who marked the bug report as "resolved". In a case of duplicates, a name of the developer who resolved the original bug report was taken for Eclipse and Firefox. They achieved an accuracy of 64% for the Firefox dataset and a precision of 58% for the Eclipse dataset. However, they obtained only a recall value of 3% for the Firefox dataset and 10% for the Eclipse dataset. For feature selection only the bag of words method and the stopwords removal approach were evaluated.

In a related approach, [6] evaluated the approaches naïve Bayes, SVMs, Radial Basis Function (RBF) networks and Random Forest on a dataset from Mozilla [17] containing 1,983 bug reports. They used a Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting scheme for feature extraction. The best result obtained was a classification accuracy of 44.4%, a precision of 30% and a recall value of 28%.

In [7], the authors proposed using the TF-IDF feature extraction method in combination with a naïve Bayes classifier. They evaluated their approach on a dataset containing 10,000 reports and classified them into security or non-security related reports. On this binary classification problem, the authors achieved an accuracy of 93.9% and a precision of 92.5%. In this work however, we focus on multi-class assignments and the results are not directly comparable.

[6] and [7] showed that the TD-IDF method improves the results for classification tasks. Therefore we build on these results and used the TD-IDF method as well. However, in addition we trained Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks [8, 9] and tested other natural language processing methods such as lemmatization, pos tagger and bigram.

III. METHODS

In this section, we discuss the necessary parts of an automated bug assignment system. These parts are (i) natural language processing techniques that transform and normalize text into a machine learning friendly form, (ii) feature extraction approaches that convert text into vectors of numbers, and (iii) classification algorithms. An overview of how these methods are used for computing predictions of bug report assignments is sketched in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Prediction model: Features are generated from the raw text using the TF-IDF vectorizer method. Three classification algorithms, i.e., LSTM, SVM and naïve Bayes as prediction model.

A. Natural Language Processing Methods

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is used to analyze, understand, and process meaning from human language. NLP is used to perform tasks, such as automatic summarization, translation, named entity recognition, relationship extraction, sentiment analysis, speech recognition, or topic segmentation. Some of the most important NLP methods, which are also used in this study are discussed here. For a more detailed review, we refer to [19, 16].

Tokenization: Text is treated as a string that is chopped into the pieces called tokens. For example, the string 'winter is coming' is tokenized into the terms 'winter', 'is', 'coming'.

Word Boundary: It removes the extra white spaces or punctuation from the text. However, this removal entirely depends on the domain and for that reason in most cases regular expressions are used. For example, punctuation in terms like in 'M.Sc.' might contain information depending on the context.

Lemmatization or Stemming: The document could consist the same words in many forms such as infection, derivation, etc. Due to grammatical reasons lemmatization and stemming are used to convert different word variants into similar canonical forms. For example, the different forms of the words 'work', 'works', 'worked' and 'working' share a same stem 'work'.

Stopword Removing: Commonly used words like 'a', 'the', 'of' etc. normally do not contain any meaningful information. So it is beneficial to remove these words from the text.

Part-of-Speech Tagging: The POS tagger method reads the texts from the document and applies labels like 'noun', 'verb', etc. to them. For example, the string 'Heat water in a large vessel' will create the tags '(heat,VB), (water,NN), (in,IN), (a,DT), (large,JJ), (vessel,NN)'.

N-gram: Sometimes, a group of words is more beneficial than just a single word. Here, N is the number of words in a group. When N=1 the approach is called unigram, with N=2 it is called bigram, and with N=3 it is called trigram. An example for a bigram of the string 'winter is coming' is 'Winter is', 'is coming'.

We evaluated two basic pre-processing strategies commonly used in the literature [19, 16]. These two approaches
are shown in Figure 3. The first strategy terminates the pre-processing with the *bigram* method. In the second sequence of applied NLP techniques, we end with the *stopword removal* method. For the remaining part of this paper, we will denote words in the pre-processed text by the variable \( w \).

### B. Feature Extraction

In NLP, the most widely used extraction methods are the *Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency* (TF-IDF) [20], the word 2 vector method [21] and the count vectorizer approach [22]. We used the TF-IDF approach which was shown to outperform the other techniques in related applications [6, 7].

The term \( TF \) in the TF-IDF approach denotes the frequency count of keywords \( t \) which is weighted by its importance denoted by the term \( IDF \). Thus, a feature in the TF-IDF approach results from the product of the TF count with the IDF weight, i.e., \( TF-IDF(t) = TF(t, d) \cdot IDF(t) \). The term-frequency TF is defined as

\[
TF(t, d) = \sum_{w \in d} f(w, t),
\]

where \( t \) denotes a keyword and \( w \) a word in text \( d \). The function \( f \) returns 1 for a match \( (t = x) \) and zero otherwise. Now, given a dataset of \( K \) documents \( D = \{d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_K\} \), the inverse document frequency (IDF) is defined as

\[
IDF(t) = \log \frac{K}{1 + |\{d : t \in d\}|}.
\]

Here the term \(|\{d : t \in d\}|\) denotes the cardinality of documents, i.e., when the condition \( TF(t, d) \neq 0 \) is satisfied. Note that 1 is added to the denominator to avoid a divide by zero situation.

Finally, for each bug report in dataset \( D \) a feature vector for classification \( x = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N]^T \) is computed by evaluating \( x_n = TF-IDF(t) \) for each of the selected keywords denoted by \( t \).

### C. Classification Algorithms for text

In this section, we discuss the commonly used *naive Bayes* classifier, *Linear Support Vector Machines* and *Long Short Term Memory* (LSTM) networks for text classification.

#### 1) Naive Bayes Classifier: The naive Bayesian classifier is a generative linear model based on the Bayes theorem [23, 24]. Important to note is that it relies on the assumption that all the features are independent.

In the context of text classification, the probability that text \( T \) belongs to a class \( C \) can be expressed as \( P(C|T) \), where

\[
P(C|T) = \frac{P(C)P(T|C)}{P(T)}.
\]

The distribution \( P(C) \) denotes the prior probability of class \( C \), \( P(T) \) is the prior probability of text \( T \) and \( P(C|T) \) is posterior probability that we need to compute. Given vectorized feature representations of text of the form \( x = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N]^T \) the above equation can be interpreted as:

\[
P(C|T) = P(C|x),
\]

\[
= P(C|x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N),
\]

\[
= \frac{P(C)P(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N|C)}{P(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N)}.
\]

Assuming independent features for a given class the posterior distribution above factorizes to

\[
P(C) \prod_{k=1}^N P(x_k|C).
\]

For a new document in a test dataset, we can compute class labels using the maximum a posteriori decision rule [25],

\[
C_{map} = \arg\max_{x \in C} P(C) \prod_{k=1}^N P(x_k|C),
\]

where \( P(C) \) is the prior probability of class which can be estimated as follows:

\[
P(C) = \frac{\# of \text{ instances in this class}}{\# \text{ of instances in all classes}}.
\]

The presented *naive Bayes* approach is used for multi-class classification in our experiments.

#### 2) Linear Support Vector Machine: SVMs are powerful and popular supervised learning approaches [26]. They can be used for both classification and regression problems though they are mostly used for classification problems. SVMs are applicable for both linear and nonlinear classification problems using kernels. However, according to related work, see for example the discussion in [20], linear support vector machines are sufficiently powerful for text classification problems.

For samples \( x_k \), with class labels \( c_k \in \{-1, 1\} \) for \( k = 1, \ldots, N \), we compute a hyperplane which satisfies \( v \cdot x_k + b = 0 \). Here, \( v \) is a vector orthogonal to the hyperplane and \( b \) is a perpendicular distance of the hyperplane to the origin. The canonical hyperplane is observed when the condition \( c_k (v \cdot x_k + b) \geq 1 \forall k \) is met.

For classification problems with more than two categories the most frequent approaches are the *One-vs.-Rest* method and the *One-vs.-One* method. In this paper, the *One-vs.-Rest* classifier is used for multi-class classification.

### D. Long Short Term Memory Networks

LSTMs are recurrent neural networks which were proposed by Hochreiter et al. [8] to overcome the vanishing gradient problem. The ability to capture temporal correlations over long time horizons was exploited in many speech processing and deep learning applications [9]. For text categorization however, we are not aware of any study using LSTM networks for computing multi-class label predictions.
For text classification, the LSTM network is trained on a sequence of feature vectors $x_1, x_2, ..., x_N$ that update the internal hidden state denoted by $h_k$. The corresponding output is trained to fit $c_k$. In this paper, we used sigmoid activation functions for the input layer. We optimized for the optimal number of hidden layers, i.e., 3 and 6 layers for the two evaluated datasets as shown in the right panel in Figure 4.

For the experiments in this paper, we used an open-source framework implementation (Keras) with a training batch size of 32. The neural network model had two hidden layers with 64 neurons in the first layer and seven units with soft-max activation functions in the output layer. A dropout regularization of 25% was used to reduce the models complexity and to prevent over-fitting. For training the categorical cross entropy loss function was used.

### IV. Experimental Results

In this section, we present results of the classification models on two datasets created from the bug reports provided by a software company. We prepared a small dataset with 1215 reports and a large dataset with 7346 samples, which is illustrated in Figure 5. The bug reports in the small dataset were already processed by the expert teams and had therefore labels or class assignments. For the large dataset we had to generate labels. The denote this manual labelling process by the keyword algorithm for the remainder of this paper.

**Manual data labelling:** To generate a larger dataset, a keyword algorithm was used to manually generate labels. As first step, experts assigned keywords to just submitted and therefore unprocessed bug reports. The algorithm looks for matches to fixed sets of keywords dedicated to each of the specialized support teams. Labels were thereafter created based on the maximum number of occurrences of experts’ keywords. In case of equal counts, a random team assignment was generated.

![Figure 5. Data preprocessing](image)

We first present results evaluating the effect of the number of features. Subsequently we discuss the effect of different combinations of pre-processing and classification techniques in the two datasets. We conclude by verifying the assumption of the creation of the additional labels for the large dataset. For that human experts rated the predictions of our models. All presented statistics were obtained through running 100 experiments with 79% of the samples randomly selected as training set and 21% as test set.

#### A. The effect of the number of used features

We used the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) method which is discussed in Section III-B for feature selection. In Figure 6, we show the classification performance values for the three classification methods SVM, LSTM and naive Bayes (NB) for an increasing number of used features. The stopwords removal and the bigram methods were used for the pre-processing of the bug reports.

![Figure 6. Evaluation of the effect of the used number of features in three classification methods. The baseline accuracy for a 7-class classification problem is 1/7. The classifiers were trained on the small dataset.](image)

According to Figure 6, we observe that a linear SVM outperforms the multinomial naive Bayes and the LSTM network in general. The best accuracy values for multinomial naive Bayes, linear SVM and the LSTM network obtained were 0.479, 0.574 and 0.529 with 600, 7900 and 6700 features respectively.

#### B. Comparison of the Prediction Models

On the small dataset all three classification methods correctly classified 47.9 → 57.2% of the test samples. Note that these results are significantly better than random assignments (14.3% for seven classes). For the large dataset the performances ranged from 68.6 → 77.6%. For this experiments the optimal number of features for each classifier was used as evaluated in the previous subsection.

We also evaluated the effect of two commonly used pre-processing approaches that were discussed in Subsection III-B. With the term ‘nlp1’ we denote the application of the stopwords removal and the bigram methods and with the term ‘nlp2’ we denote the combination of the pos tagger, lemmatization and stopword removal methods. As shown in Figure 7, no significant difference in the classification performance could be found. However, the orchestration of methods denoted by ‘nlp2’ is favoured because of computational reasons.

#### C. Verification of the automatically labeled bug reports

The ‘large dataset’ relied on the assumption that correct labels could be automatically created using a keyword algorithm. The keywords were provided by experienced support engineers who were also asked to validate the predictions of our three trained classifiers. A feedback engine was implemented and
the experts rated our models’ predictions of additional 132 bug reports which were not used for training.

The results are shown in Figure 8. For SVMs 70.23% of these new reports were correctly assigned to one of the seven teams. For LSTMs 67.94% of the assignments were correct. The naive Bayes approach generated 62.6% of correct labels. Note that the predictions of the keyword algorithm could only classify 42.75% of the reports correctly. These predictions and results were perceived as very helpful and will save substantial resources in the future for performing bug report assignments.

Figure 8. The experts’ feedback values for the linear SVM, multinomial naive Bayes, and LSTM networks and ‘keyword algorithm’.

**D. Specific Feature Selection.**

We also evaluated accuracy values for different number of features by applying Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) method. For the ‘large dataset’ the results are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. The prediction accuracy improves with the number of used features. Left: ’nlp1’ and right ’nlp2’ preprocessing approach.

**V. Conclusion**

Every year software companies receive millions of service requests that have to be resolved by specialized expert teams. The assignment of the requests is traditionally done by human experts. First attempts in automatic routing of service requests are based on training Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and naive Bayes multi-class classifier [4, 3, 7]. However, these approaches are computationally and memory demanding for large datasets and thus of limited practical use for large software companies.

In this work, we investigated the performance of Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks which can be trained from millions of samples. We evaluated different combinations of natural language processing methods such as lemmatization, pos tagger, N-gram and stopword removal and tested different numbers of features ranging from 200 to 40000. We found that for small datasets with 1215 reports, SVMs achieved the best classification performance. Out of 256 bug reports of a test set, 57.2 ± 0.028% were correctly assigned to one of the seven expert teams. In contrast with LSTMs only 52.9 ± 0.026% were correctly assigned. Here, the ± symbol denotes the standard deviation computed from 100 runs.

Interestingly, with an increasing number of training samples LSTM networks achieved similar classification results. This was shown in training from a larger dataset with 7346 samples. Here SVMs correctly classified 77.6 ± 0.009% and LSTM 75.3 ± 0.009%. Given that LSTM networks were used with millions of samples in deep learning approaches we expect them to outperform SVMs with larger datasets. This assumption will be tested in near future as the framework is constantly used to collect new service requests, i.e., during the time writing this report 2000 additional request were obtained. Moreover, we plan to compare our pre-processing methods, feature extraction strategies and deep network classifier to different text categorization problems.
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